SimpleFX Trading Ideas Contest Terms & Conditions
1. The SimpleFX Trading Ideas Contest will be called Contest in these Terms and
Conditions.
2. To take part in the Contest you must be at least 18 years old.
3. To take part in a Contest you should create and save Trading Idea chart on
SimpleFX WebTrader. Check SimpleFX Blogfor a guide.
4. Share your Trading Idea with your friends and on your networks, social media
accounts and collect likes and comments to win.
5. The winner will be the person with the highest number of points from their Trading
Idea chart. Each like (thumb-up) is equal to 1 point.
6. The prize pool is $500 paid in Bitcoin. 250$ for 1st place. 125$ for 2nd place. 65$ for
3rd place. 40$ for 4th place. 20$ for 5th place. The prize will be paid in Bitcoin to
client's SimpleFX Bitcoin Account. SimpleFX reserves the right to pay the prize in
other cryptocurrency or fiat currency, chosen at its sole discretion.
7. The Contest will last 30 days, starting from 00:00:01 am UTC time on the 1st of
September 2019 and ending on the 01:00: pm UTC time on the 30thof September
2019.
8. The reward will be added to the winner`s SimpleFX Bitcoin Account and will be
available to trade or withdraw subject to Terms of Use and Customer Agreement of
4th October 2018.
9. Forecasts for upcoming Contest may be submitted till the deadline of contest
11:59:59 am UTC time on the 30th of September 2019.
10. One person can provide as many Trading Ideas Charts as he/she wants. If several
answers are submitted by one person, only the one with the highest number of points
will take part in this contest consideration.
11. If more than one person will have the same number of points, the prize will be divided
equally for winners for a given prize tier e.g. in case of two-person with equal points
being qualified for the 1st place the price shall be $187,5 to each person - value of
prize 3rd place shall remain the same i.e. $65. If 3 or more than 3 people will get an
equal number of points for the first place the price pool - $500 will be divided by the
number of participants with the highest score.
12. The prize will be credited to winner`s SimpleFX bitcoin account within ten business
days after account number confirmation made by SimpleFX.
13. SimpleFX reserves the right, as it in its sole discretion deems fit, to alter, amend,
suspend, cancel or terminate the Contest, or any aspect of the Contest without
Client’s consent by informing the Client using the email provided to SimpleFX upon
their registration or SimpleFX WebTrader notification or MT4 mailing upon one day in
advance. Under no circumstances shall SimpleFX be liable for any consequences of
any alteration, amendment, suspension, cancellation or termination of the Contest.
14. SimpleFX reserves the right to not take into consideration Trading Ideas that use fake
accounts, comments, likes and spams SimpleFX shoutbox.
15. Trading Ideas that contains or promotes content that is libellous, defamatory,
obscene, abusive, violent, bigoted, hate-oriented, illegal or unlawful shall be banned.
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16. Decisions taken by SimpleFX representatives in terms of the Contest are deemed to
be ultimate.
17. By attending the Contest you give the consent to be bound by the rules of the
contest. All your Trading Ideas will be publicly available on the internet including
Username, regardless of changes within the scope of the User’s Profile privacy
settings and by publishing it you are giving your consent to the data processing
subject to of the following information: Username; Joined (date of Your registration in
the Platform), Messages (number of Your messages on the shoutbox), Followers
(number of Users who follow You), Following (number of Users for which you follow).
You are able to change your profile privacy settings (i.e. change from Public to
Private User’s Profile any time as you wish). Please note that Your Trading Ideas
could be the subject of affiliation referral link, which may be employed by Users’ who
use the ‘Unilink’ panel to make the additional profits from completing their affiliations
targets. The consequences of resignation from Public Profile are non-disclosure of
the Joined, Messages, Followers, Following. By proceeding you consent to our
Privacy Policy.
18. Trading Ideas is not investment advice provided. The information broadcasted by
Trading Ideas should not be construed as an offer or a recommendation to trade or
engage the Services provided by the SimpleFX in a particular manner and the
Trading Ideas do not take into account the investment objectives or financial situation
of any particular person.
19. Any opinions, chats, messages, news, research, analyses, prices, or other
information contained on this Website are provided as general market information for
educational and entertainment purposes only and do not constitute investment
advice. The Website should not be relied upon as a substitute for extensive
independent market research before making your actual trading decisions. Opinions,
market data, recommendations or any other content is subject to change at any time
without notice. SimpleFX Ltd. shall not accept liability for any loss or damage,
including without limitation any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly
from the use of or reliance on such information.
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